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In recent news, the divorce of Kanye West and Kim Kardashian has been progressively

getting worse. Back in February 2021 on the 19th Kim officially filed for divorce. Since then the

process has become messy due to the irrational Actions of her now ex-husband Kanye west,

these irrational actions that are being discussed follows, publicly attacking her still to be

announced boyfriend Pete Davidson. Kanye and Pete used to be fairly close friends but with the

recent betrayal that Kanye has been feeling, he has cut ties and is using his platforms to bash

and threaten his person and online persona. Along with this, as their

divorce Pursues Kim’s action for bifurcation caused Kanye to deny

the request but Kim followed that with a 155-page reply to his

objection. Kanye has requested at least three things he wants the

judge to enforce as the process of the bifurcation continues, he wants

his right to reimbursement to be persevered should either party die

before the conclusion of the case. He doesn’t want Kim to have

access to money from her own trust. And finally, if Kim is to get

remarried, he wants her and her new partner to waive their marital

privileges. Now after this there was another response but that is up in

public websites so I would definitely recommend checking those out. But to further, after this

Kim Kardashian has finally been announced divorced as of March 2, 2022. Though the marriage

is over that has not stopped Kanye from what others would say is going overboard. He has

taken clips from many years ago in the prime of their relationship and used them for promotions

for his new music, or has used them to promote that there is still good between them. But he’s

also gone as far as to start public fights with Kim in comments of her Instagram post resulting in

Kim firing back making a final statement clearing the air about the behind the scenes and asking



for Kanye to stay true to his word and keep the divorce out of the public eye. Finally and very

recently Kanye has gone as far as to buy the house across the street from Kim, and so happens

the window in the back of the house has a fairly perfect view of her back yard. With this all being

said not much has come out beyond that on the current status of their relationship, there have

been talks about Kim pursuing a restraining order but nothing has been announced or filed so

we’ll have to stay tuned to see if this is a possibility for the crumbling relationship that was

Kanye West and Kim Kardashian.


